A List With Short Description of the More Than 600 VARIETIES OF CAMELLIAS in the Home Grounds (Jungle Gardens) of E. A. McILHENNY

AVERY ISLAND LOUISIANA
This camellia list covers the named varieties of this beautiful winter-blooming shrub, now growing in the home grounds of E. A. McIlhenny, at Avery Island, Louisiana.

This unparalleled collection represents years of research, and the bringing together of these plants from all the camellia-growing centers of the world, at great effort and expense.

There is, in the camellia, great variation in both plant and blossom, which makes it impossible for the average horticulturist to determine the correct name of the many varieties from written description alone. This fact has caused many nurserymen, now offering camellia plants for sale, to send out plants incorrectly named, thereby often causing camellia fanciers to purchase the same variety under a number of different names.

For those who wish to own correctly named camellias the McIlhenny Collection is of great value, for it is available to those who wish to compare the blossoms of the camellias they now have, and learn definitely their correct names.

Every variety listed can be secured on orders placed for specific varieties before or during the grafting season, which is from January 15 to March 1.

Many of the common varieties are carried in stock, but the rare and scarce varieties are grafted specially, and only to fill specific orders.

My method of grafting is to use three- to six-year-old, vigorous, blooming plants for the understock, putting the graft in at the root. This method produces a strong, bushy, blooming plant, three to four feet tall at two years from the graft, assuring the purchaser a blooming plant of attractive size one year after delivery. No plants are delivered until the graft has completed one full summer-growing season.

My charge for grafting camellias is:
$7.50 per plant if grafted on three-year-old stock.
$10.00 per plant if grafted on four-year-old stock.
$12.00 per plant if grafted on five- to six-year-old stock.

One-half is payable when the order is placed, the balance to be paid before shipment is made. All prices are f. o. b. Avery Island.

Should a customer desire their grafted plant carried in the nursery for a second summer's growth before shipment, an extra charge of $2.00 per plant is made for this service.

Delivery of all plants in good condition to the transportation company is guaranteed.

Should a plant ordered to be grafted fail to take, or die before delivery to the customer is made, all advance money will be refunded.

In describing the shape of camellia flowers:
Single—denotes one or two rows of petals.
Semi-double—more than two rows of petals.
Imb.—Petals smoothly shingled, very double.
Full double—some petals imbricated, some irregular.
Peonytype—double, with irregular petals.

E. A. McILHENNY,
Avery Island, La.
1. **CAMELLIA THEA**
Thea—Five petal, SINGLE WHITE. Prominent yellow stamens.

2. **CAMELLIA RETICULATA**
Reticulata—Large, semi-double, late bloomer. ROSE COLOR.

3. **CAMELLIA ROSEAFLORA**
Roseaflora—Very small bloom, fully imb., ROSE PINK.
Roseaflora Floreplena—Very double. Small blossom and foliage. LIGHT PINK.

4. **CAMELLIA JAPONICA**
Abundance—Attractive PURE WHITE. Double, loosely petaled.
Adelina Patti—Single type. PINK at base, shading to WHITE at tips.
Adolphe Audusson—Finest semi-double LIGHT RED. Prominent stamens.
Adrien Lebrun—Extremely double, symmetrical. DEEP ROSE.
Adzuma-shibori—Full double, fine. SCARLET with WHITE spots.
Ainfo Egeria—PURE WHITE, small, very double blossom.
Aka-sumikura—CRIMSON, full double.
Aka-takukai—ROSE, very small. Single.
Akebono—Single flower, soft FLESH color.
Akebono Pink—Semi-double. DEEP ROSE PINK.
Akebono Variegated—Small, semi-double. WHITE lined with ROSE.
Aki-no-yama—Double, large flower. CRIMSON.
Albaplena Cassoretti—Imb., large, full double. PURE WHITE.
Alba Plena—WHITE, very double opening flat. Petals irregular.
Albaplena Minor—Small double blossom with small petals. WHITE.
Allen—Semi-double. WHITE shading to YELLOW at base.
Aloha—Peony type, in a dark SALMON ROSE.
Altheaflora (G. S.)—Large, peony type. Uniform DEEP RED, tipped BLACK.
Altheaflora—Peony type, varying color, PINK to WHITE.
Amabilis—Small, single. WHITE at base, broadly mottled ROSE RED.
Amabilis Variegated—Single. LIGHT ROSE with DEEP ROSE stripes.
Ama-no-kawa—WHITE, incurved double petaled. Large flower.
Ama-no-shita—RED, with WHITE variegation. Single.
Americana—Full double, imb., WHITE with PINK and RED stripes.
Angelo Botti—Small double. FLESH PINK lightly flecked LIGHT RED.
Angelo Cocchi—Imb., full ROSE PINK. Medium sized.
Anna Bruneau—Full double. LIGHT PINK with few WHITE blotches.
Anna Frost—Semi-double. ROSE PINK veined with DARK RED.
Apollo—Five petal, single. Prolific bloomer. ROSE RED.
Ara-jishi—Full double, SCARLET.
Arnalda de Bresia—Imb., DEEP ROSE base, tipped ROSE and WHITE.
Auguste Delfosse—Small, DEEP PINK suffused with PURPLE cast. Imbricated.
Aurora—Large, single. ROSE MAddER PINK.
Aya-nishiki—Single, CRIMSON variegation on WHITE.
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Baronne Leguay—Imb., CHERRY ROSE. Color lighter at center.
Beaute de Nantes—Imb., FLESH ROSE with lighter center.
Beautiful—Full double. Two colors on plant varying from LIGHT ROSE to WHITE.
Bella d’Arglione—Imb., CARMINE ROSE, lightly striated at center.
Bella Lambertii—DARK RED. Full imbricated.
Bella Romana—Imb., ROSE streaked with VIVID CARMINE.
Belle Jeannette—Very large double. RED and WHITE variegated.
Belle Judita—Imb., WHITE.
Belle Rose—Large, single. DEEP ROSE PINK.
Belliformis Nivae—Imb., PURE WHITE.
Beni- kirin—CRIMSON, large peony-flowering.
Beni-korako—Full double, very large. ROSE RED.
Benten—RED, single flower. Yellow margined leaf.
Bicolor—PINK and WHITE, equally divided large blossom.
Bicolor de la Reine—Imb., WHITE background, shaded ROSE, bordered WHITE.
Biho—Cup-shaped, slightly flushed with FLESH.
Black Prince—Roseforme, regular. Color DEEP CARMINE RED.
Blushing Bride—Small, very double. PURE WHITE dashed LIGHT RED.
Bonomiana—Imb., WHITE background striated with FLAME.
Boule de Neige—Peony type, WHITE, in form of ball.
Briomarotti—Double flower. LIGHT PINK, some petals almost WHITE.
Brooklynana—Very double, medium flower. DEEP PINK mottled WHITE.
Brown’s Red—Large peonyforme. TYRIAN ROSE center shading to POMEGRANATE.
Bush Garden Red—Close petaled double, good form. DEEP ROSE RED.

Caldwell Red—Imb., medium size. ROSE RED.
Caldwell Variegated—Peony type. PALE FLESH PINK to PURE WHITE, splashed RED.
Caldwell White—Imb., medium size PURE WHITE.
Caleb Cope—Medium to large. Clear ROSE PINK.
Camille Brozzoni—Imb., beautiful ROSE, bordered WHITE.
Campbell—Full peony double, large petals. DEEP ROSE PINK.
Candida Elegantissima—DEEP PINK. Very large, irregular semi-double.
Candidissima—Full double, medium size. PURE WHITE.
Caprice—A double CREAMY-WHITE, from 4 to 5 inches in diameter.
Carlotta Grisi—DEEP RED, double blossom.
Carnea—Imb., WHITE and FLESH colored.
Caryophyllloides—Peonyforme. LIGHT ROSE, streaked VIVID CARMINE.
Catherine Longhi—Imb., CARMINE ROSE.
Centifolia Alba—Imb., very large flower, WHITE.
Centifolia Rubra—Imb., RED.
Chandlerii Elegans—Large pompom type. DEEP ROSE PINK blotched WHITE.
Chandlerii Rubra—A ROSE RED form of Chandlerii Elegans. Occasional WHITE marks.
Chandlerii White—A WHITE form of Chandlerii Elegans. Occasional RED marks.
Cheerful—DARK PINK, full double, medium size.
Cherokee—Five petals, single. ROSE MADDER and ALIZARIN CRIMSON.
Chiffon—Cupped at center. Two rows of large, heavy ROSE petals.
Chitose-giku—Full double. CRIMSON with WHITE spots and lines.
Chitose-nishiki—WHITE with PURPLISH-RED variegations.
Chiyoda-nishiki—Single. CRIMSON splash on SNOW WHITE.
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Christmas Red—Single, uniform LIGHT ROSE RED.
Clarke Red—DARK RED loosely petaled large, peony type blossom.
Cliviana—SOLID PINK, peonyforme.
C. M. Hovey—Large, very double. Some petals SOLID RED, others SOLID WHITE.
Coletti—Semi-double. WHITE with DARK RED blotches on petals.
Colonel Firey—DARK RED, rather flat in form. 4 to 5 inches in diameter.
Colvilli Striata—Peonyforme, FLESH colored dusted with RED.
Compacta Alba—Imb., beautiful PURE WHITE. Small.
Comte Boutourlin—Imb., very beautiful RED.
Comtesse Callenie—Full double, PURE WHITE.
Comte de Chambard—Full double blossom. WARM RED.
Comte de Gomer—FLESH PINK, extra fine, very large, double.
Comte de Paris—Fine double. RICH PINK shading to SHELL PINK.
Comtesse Lavinia Maggi—Imb., large. PURE WHITE background striated CHERRY.
Comtesse Nieport—WHITE background blotched and streaked RED.
Conspicua—Semi-double, open blossom. WARM RED.
Concordia—Imb., ROSE background striated with PURPLE.
Coquetti—Imb., CHERRY RED.
Corradino—Imb., SOFT ROSE, diminishing in color towards center.
Countess of Derby—Roseforme, WHITE background striated CARMINE.
Countess of Orkney—Imb., PURE WHITE striated with CARMINE.
Covina—An informal double ROSE RED, of bright and lasting color.
Crepe de Chine—Semi-double blossom. WHITE or RED or Variegated.
Cruciata—Imb., full double. DEEP ROSE PINK to ROSE RED at base.
Cup of Beauty—Perfect double. WHITE ground suffused ROSE PINK.
Cuspidata—Small, single WHITE.

Daikagura—Large, double, peonyforme. Early bloomer. RICH DEEP PINK.
Daikagura Variegated—Large, peonyforme. Bright ROSE RED splotched WHITE.
Dan El Webster—Imb., ROSE largely striated with WHITE.
Dante—Imb., medium size. WHITE with GOLDEN base at foot of each petal.
Darsii—Semi-double, very large. DEEP FIRE RED.
Daviesii—Peonyforme, bright RED.
De La Reine—Imb., Large, full double. IVORY WHITE flecked LIGHT PINK.
Delorme—ROSE MADDER blotched WHITE. Medium size, semi-double.
De L’Ile—Large peonyforme. ROSE RED mottled WHITE.
De Notaris—Imb., DARK RED spotted with WHITE.
Derbeyana—Large, semi-double, very DARK RED.
Devonia—Single WHITE, Golden stamens.
Diversaflora plena—LIGHT ROSE PINK blotched WHITE.
Dobrielle—CRIMSON of medium size.
Dom Camille Borghese—Imb., RED lined with WHITE.
Donkelaari—Large, semi-double. LIGHT RED spotted with WHITE.
Donkelaari Eugene Lize—Peonyforme, double flower. Sport of Donkelaari.
Dr. Oldwig Thayer—Bright CHERRY RED. Double, medium size.
Duc de Bretagne—Imb., VIVID ROSE, color diminishes towards center.
Duc de Berry—PURE WHITE, cup shaped. Few petals streaked PINK.
Duc de Orleans—IVORY WHITE. Peonytype, lightly blotched PINK.
Duchesse de Berry—Imb., PURE WHITE.
Duchesse de Caze—Single. LIGHT RED shading to PINK.
Duchesse de Montpensier—Imb., WHITE.
Duchesse d’Orleans—Large double, ROSE MADDER PINK.
Duchesse Visconti—Imb., WHITE striated and dotted RED.
Dunlap's Imbricata—Imb., VELVET ROSE.

Elena Nobile—Double type, large, irregular petals. BRILLIANT CRIMSON.
Elisa Centuroni—Imb., WHITE spotted with SOFT ROSE.
Elizabeth—IVORY WHITE, lightly marked SPINEL PINK. Cupped around center.
Ellen McKinsey—Peony double. PINK ground, striped PINK, spotted WHITE.
Emelie Gavazzi—Imb., WHITE striated with CARMINE.
Emperor—DEEP CRIMSON, large, peony type.
Empress—DEEP CRIMSON, semi-double, pompom-like center.

Empereur de Russe—Large, double. ROSE RED center petals blotched WHITE.

Enrico Bettoni—Large. Outer petals imb., inner petals irregular. ROSE RED.

Fanny Bollis—Imb., WHITE, striated with ROSE.
Feasti—Double. PINK and WHITE. Sometimes SOLID PINK.
Festiva—Imb., LIGHT CHERRY with small WHITE border.
Fimbriata Alba—PURE WHITE blossom with fringed petals.
Fire-Ball—Peonyforme, DARK RED.
Flora—PURE WHITE, semi-double blossom.
Florella Atrorubens—Fine RED, very double.
Florella Paeonyflora—DEEP ROSE MADDER. Peony type, large.
Flore Semi-Duplex—Fine DEEP PINK. Medium size, semi-double.
Fostine—Peonyforme. YELLOWISH WHITE.
Francine—Semi-double. DEEP ROSE PINK base, tipped ROSE RED.
Frans Van Damme—Imb., DEEP ROSE striated with WHITE.
Frau Mina Seidel—LIGHT PINK, very double. Good quality.
Fred Sander—Semi-double. BRIGHT RED with fringed petals.
French Peony—Semi-double, small. CLEAR SPINEL PINK.
Fucatus—Large, peony type, full double. LIGHT RED.
Fuyajo—BLACKISH RED, single large flower.

General Lafayette—Imb., VELVET ROSE, large WHITE band on each petal.
General Lamoriciere—Imb., FLESH colored to ROSE.
General Washington—Semi-double, large WHITE. Some petals lined PINK.
Genji-karako—PINK with WHITE margin.
Giante de Battailles—Large, irregular. ROSE RED splotched WHITE.
Giardino Schmitz—Imb., ROSE flushed RED.
Gigantea—Large, peony type. LIGHT RED, petals spotted with WHITE.
Gigantea Alba—PURE WHITE, finest semi-double WHITE, large.
Gill Red—Full imb., small. ROSE color shading to TYRIAN PINK at center.
Glabberiemus—Perfect double, ROSE MADDER, shading to SHELL PINK at center.
Gloire de Nantes—Large, semi-double VIVID RED veined DARK PURPLISH RED.
Gloire de Paulina—Large, full imb., DARK RED, heavy petals.
Glorious—Full double. Petals LIGHT RED at base, tipped ROSE PINK.
Goishi—Small, very double, FLESH PINK.
Gondo shibori—Fine RED variegation on WHITE.
Gordoni—Imb., large, VIVID ROSE, lightly striated with WHITE.
Gosho-guruma—Simple. DEEP RED, opening flat.
Governor Mouton—Large, irregular petals. Some blotched WHITE, some SOLID RED.

Grandiflora—Full double, DARK ROSE PINK.
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Grandis—Imb., ROSE.
Guthriana—Fully imb., ROSE PINK opening flat. Large and fine.

H. A. Downing—Large and beautiful. BLOOD RED.
Haemanthus—Large, loose peony type. DEEP RED heavily veined REDDISH PURPLE.
Haku-bai—SNOW WHITE, round petaled single.
Haku-botan—SNOW WHITE, full double, very large.
Haku-cho—SNOW WHITE, full double.
Haku—Double, ranunculiform. Medium size, one of the latest.
Haku-rakuten—WHITE, double large, curved petals.
Haku-ryo—WHITE, full double.
Haku-tsuru—SNOW WHITE, round petaled single.
Hana-guruma—CRIMSON, vertical variegation on WHITE. Large, peony.
Harlequin—Full double, imb., small, cupped towards center. CLEAR PINK.
Hassaku-tsubaki—PINK with VERMILLION RED variegation, single.
Hatsu-arashi—WHITE, round petaled, single.
Hatsu-sakura—PINK.
Hectotiana—Semi-double. PURE WHITE.
Henry Favre—Imb., CHERRY ROSE.
Hermie—Large double, some semi-double. LIGHT PINK, WHITE border, lined RED.
Hermosa—PURE WHITE, sometimes striped PINK and RED. Large petals.
Hijirimien—SCARLET, double incurved large flower.
Hikari Rose—Roseforme regular. DEEP ROSE PINK.
Hikaru-genji—PINK with WHITE margin. Large peony flowering.
Hinomaru—Roseforme regular, DEEP ROSE RED, medium flower. Late.
Hi-otome—SCARLET, full double, round curved petals.
Hi-owsho—SCARLET, double.
Hishi-karaito—CHERRY, double.
Hitosugi—Small, fully imb., cup-shaped. TYRIAN ROSE lined LIGHT ROSE.
Honjo-shiro—WHITE, full double, large flowering.
Hoshi-guruma—Roseforme regular. Star wheel shaped. DEEP ROSE.

Ignescens—Medium size, peony type. FIERY SCARLET RED.
Il Cygno—Imb., PURE WHITE.
Il Giogello—Small very double. LIGHT WARM RED, PINK at center.
Il 22 Marzo—Imb., LIGHT ROSE, often lined WHITE.
Il Tramonto—Imb., Beautiful ROSE.
Imbricata Rubra—Double, LIGHT RED, mottled WHITE.
Imbricata Rubraplena—ROSE RED, fully imb., flat, large petals.
Imperator—DARK RED, large, double, peony type.
Imperatrice Eugenie—Imb., ROSE bordered WHITE.
Imperialis—Large, semi-double. RICH ROSE PINK, blotched WHITE.
Improved Alba Plena—Perfect double. PURE WHITE, very large.
Improved Sarah Frost—Full double, imb., TYRIAN PINK, medium size, fine.
Incarnata—Full double, BLUSH WHITE streaked FLESH PINK.
Inconstant Beauty—Very large, double PURE WHITE, often tinged PINK.
Involutus—Large, semi-double. LIGHT ROSE PINK, occasionally flecked WHITE.
Iride—Imb., VIVID ROSE.
Isabella Spinola—Imb., ROSE striated WHITE.
Italiana—Imb., ROSE.
Iwane-shibori—semi-double, very large, ROSE RED mottled WHITE.
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Jacksoni—Semi-double, large. CRIMSON, occasionally flecked LIGHT PINK.
Japonica—Light FIERY RED, single, medium size.  
Japonica Alba—Single WHITE, medium size. Two rows of petals.  
Japonica Pink—Single, LIGHT PINK with stamens prominent.  
Jardin d'Hiver—Imb., CHERRY RED.  
Jarvis Red—Large, semi-double. VIVID DARK RED.  
Jeffersoni—Imb., VIVID RED.  
Jenny Lind—Very double, PURE WHITE ground lightly flecked PINK.  
John C. Drayton—Semi-double, LIGHT ROSE PINK, flecked WHITE.  
John Lang—Full double, LIGHT PINK.  
Jordan's Pride—LIGHT PINK bordered WHITE. Some SOLID ROSE PINK.  
Jubile—Imb., WHITE, slightly sprinkled with ROSE.  
Julia Drayton—ROSE RED, very large, double blossom.  
Justine Huertin—Imb., PURE WHITE.

Kagiri—WHITE irregular, touch of cream in center. Tip of petals indented.  
Kagoshima—CRIMSON with WHITE spots, full double.  
Kamo-hon-ami—SNOW WHITE, single, round petaled.  
Kaoyo-dori—CRIMSON vertical variegation on PINK ground. Large double.  
Kasugano—CRIMSON with WHITE spots, double, large flowering.  
Kate R.—Single blossom, large petals. ROSE PINK blotched WHITE.  
Kayoi-dori—Large double, WHITE with vertical variegation PINK.  
Kellungonia—Very large, double peony type. BRIGHT DEEP RED blotched WHITE.  
Kenny—Semi-double. DEEP ROSE PINK, few WHITE blotches in center.  
Kikutogi—Ranunculiform regular, good size. CLEAR PINK.  
Kimberley—Large petals. RICH CHINESE RED.  
Kingyo-tsubaki—Single CRIMSON flower.  
Kishu-tsukasa—LIGHT CRIMSON full double, very large.  
Kiyosu—CRIMSON blotches on WHITE ground, giant flower.  
Konron-koku—BLACKISH CRIMSON, full double, large.  
Kon-wabisuke—BLACKISH DARK RED.  
Kasane-giku—WHITE with vertical variegation of LIGHT PINK.  
Kossuth—Imb., DARK RED, large WHITE stripes.  
Kowei—Double. LIGHT CRIMSON bordered WHITE, streaked PURPLISH CRIMSON.  
Kumasaka—Large semi-peony type. BRIGHT RED.  
Kurai-no-himo—DEEP CRIMSON, round petaled, single.  
Kuro-tsubaki—BRILLIANT BLACK, double flower.  
Kyo-botan—CRIMSON streaks on lighter ground. Large, peony flowering.  

Lacy Pink—BRIGHT FLESH PINK, a sport of Pink Perfection.  
Ladinier's Red—Large double. BRIGHT RED to DARK RED.  
Lady Audrey Buller—Large, semi-double WHITE, blotched DEEP PINK.  
Lady Campbell—Fully imb., small, MUDDY RED lined WHITE.  
Lady Clare—Semi-double ROSE RED of largest size and finest quality.  
Lady Derby—Fine double LIGHT ROSE to ROSE PINK, tipped RED, flecked WHITE.  
Lady de Saumerez—Semi-double RED, some PINK to CRIMSON, blotched WHITE.  
Lady Hume’s Blush—Imb., WHITE, with BLUSH PINK base.  
Lady Marion—Large, full double. TYRIAN PINK thickly veined ROSE.  
Lady Vansetti—Semi-double BLUSH WHITE with LIGHT PINK blotches.  
Lady Vansetti Variegated—Semi-double WHITE, blotched BRIGHT GERANIUM LAKE.
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Lafayette—Small single. LIGHT RED.
Lallarook—Double, LIGHT PINK with WHITE blotches.
La Pace—Large, double, occasionally semi-double DARK RED.
La Reine—Imb., RED opening flat, petals small and numerous.
Lateriatus—Large semi-double. DARK RED.
Latifolia—Semi-double. RICH RED with WHITE blotches.
Laurel Leaf—Double. SOLID CLEAR PINK, veined RED, often splotched WHITE.
Leana Superba—Imb., BRIGHT RED.
Leila—Perfect double. Very rich SHELL PINK sometimes flecked WHITE.
Le Niobe—Imb., DEEP ROSE.
Leon Leguay—SOLID LIGHT RED, full double.
Leopold Ier.—Imb., VIVID SCARLET ROSE, veined and lined CRIMSON.
Leucantha—Large, PURE WHITE, semi-double of finest quality.
Lewellyn Red—Loose double, imb., SPINEL RED base, CARMINE tips.
Lewellyn Variegated—Odd shaped, small. WHITE flecked ROSE. Loosely imb.
Linda Rosazza—Imb., PURE WHITE.
Lily—I—Medium size, double. WHITE sometimes spotted with PALEST PINK.
Linneata—Loose peony type, BRIGHT CRIMSON.
Lorraine—Full LIGHT RED, few WHITE spots on petals.
Lucida—LIGHT RED, medium double.
Ludovicianus—WHITE, single, large blossom.

Madame Appoline Guichard—Large, loose peony type. WHITE.
Madame Cachet—Semi-double. WHITE, with LEMON YELLOW cast at base.
Madame Canaert d'Hamale—Imb., FLESH COLOR.
Madame Charles Blard—Peonyform, large. Most beautiful PURE WHITE.
Madame de Chambard—Very double, peony type. DEEP CRIMSON.
Madame Feters—Imb., beautiful VIVID RED.
Madame Haas—LIGHT RED occasionally striped LIGHT PINK in center. Very double.
Madame Lebois—ROSE RED double type blossom.
Madame Lourmand—Large double, bold RED and WHITE.
Madame Pepin—Imb., FLESH striated VIVID CARMINE.
Madame Picouline—Small DARK RED.
Madame Strekaloff—Very double. LIGHT PINK lightly lined ROSE PINK.
Madame Verschaaffelt—Imb., WHITE, veins of a ROSE and RED tint.
Madona—Full double type. BLUSH PINK, slightly spotted DARK PINK.
Maghuttina—Medium size, double. PURE WHITE.
Magnoliaflora—Semi-double. Delicate FLESH PINK, smooth.
Maid of Orleans—WHITE striped with PINK, double roseforme.
Marchioness of Exeter—Peonyforme, LIGHT PINK flecked WHITE.
Margharita Caleonie—Perfect double, variegated RED and WHITE.
Marguerite Guillon—Open peony type. LIGHT BLUSH PINK lined DEEP PINK.
Maria Antonietta—Imb., CARMINE CHERRY RED with WHITE stripes.
Mariana Gaete—Imb., WINE ROSE with LIGHT RED center.
Maria Theresa—WHITE with PINK edgings to inner petals. Heavy peony type.
Marie Morren—PINK, very fine double.
Marquisa—Large, double. ROSE MADDER PINK shading to PURPLISH BLUE.
Marquise d'Exeter—Large, peony type. ROSE PINK, very double WHITE center.
Mary E. M.—Semi-double, ROSE MADDER streaked WHITE from center to tips.
Masayoshi—CRIMSON with WHITE splash, double.
Mathilda—DUCHESS PINK. Very double, medium size.
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Mathotiana Alba—PURE WHITE, very large, double. Few petals streaked PINK.
Mathotiana Rosea—Full double, ROSE PINK of unusual shade.
Mathotiana Rubra—Imb., very large FIRE RED flower.
Matsugasaki—WHITE with CRIMSON variegation, early flowering.
Matsukasa-shibori—Full double, WHITE variegation on CRIMSON.
Mazuchelli—Imb., VIVID POPPY-COLOR, lined with WHITE.
Mihata—DEEP CRIMSON, single round petal, very large.
Mikenjaku—CRIMSON, large, peony flowering.
Minamoto—VERMILLION RED with WHITE spots. Early flowering.
Minerva—RED, small, single type.
Missima—Heavy petaled IVORY WHITE flecked LIGHT PINK. Peonyforme.
Mission Bells—Single blossom, smooth even CARMINE.
Mistress Cope—Imb., WHITE striated with CRIMSON.
Momiji-gari—RED, round petaled, single large.
Monarch—Large peonyforme. Color ROSE RED solid.
Monjisu Variegata—Roseforme regular. DEEP SCARLET RED with lustre.
Monsieur Faucillon—Imb., CHERRY RED.
Monsieur Paugam—WHITE, semi-double blossom.
Monstrouosa Rubra—Peonyforme, RED center, very double.
Montevion—PURE WHITE, some petals lined and flecked LIGHT PINK, large.
Montironi—Full double, WHITE with few faint streaks of LIGHT RED.
Montironi Rosea—Imb., PURE ROSE.
Mrs. Abby Wilder—Full double, imb., WHITE lightly flecked ROSE RED.
Mrs. F. Sander—WHITE, single type.
Mrs. William Thompson—Large, semi-double WHITE.
Murui-shibori—Large, full double, CRIMSON variegated on WHITE ground.
Myorenji—LIGHT PINK, single.

Nana-komachi—Double CRIMSON with WHITE splash.
Napa Red—Roseforme regular, good size. BRIGHT RED.
Napoleon d’Italie—Double ROSE RED with very DARK RED stripes.
Neddy Boy—Small, PURE WHITE, fully imb., some light flecks of PINK.
Neige d’Oree—Full double, PURE WHITE, slight YELLOW shade at base.
Nishiki-mino—WHITE with CRIMSON variegation. Full double at center.
Nishiki-no-tsukasa—Large, semi-double, flecked WHITE, veined RED.
Niveus—Semi-double, medium size. CREAMY WHITE.
Nobilissima—Double. WHITE with YELLOW shading to lower base.
Nobilissima Rosea—Peony type full double. ROSE PINK, blotched WHITE.
Noisetti—Semi-double, CHERRY ROSE, occasionally spotted WHITE.
Non Pareil—Imb., SOFT FLESH-COLORED background lined CRIMSON.

Ozora—Clear FLESH PINK, single large.
Okino-nami—CRIMSON lines on light YELLOWISH BROWN, double large.
Onor del Monte—Imb., VIVID ROSE, largely striated with WHITE.
Optima—Imb., CARMINE shaded with MAROON.
Oranda-gasa—Single, LIGHT ROSE PINK.
Oridono-nishiki—Large single. Crepe petals washed PINK and lined ROSE RED.
Otome—Full double, imb., ROSOLANE PINK veined ROSE, tipped WHITE.
Otome-shibori—Full double, PINK with CRIMSON variegation.
Otome Red—DEEP CHERRY RED, flowers of medium size.
Otome White—A ranunculiform regular double. PURE WHITE.
Owl Face—Very double, vigorous grower. DARK RED.
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Palazzo Turzi—Imb., VIVID INCARNATE with BLUSH border.
Panache—Large double. SOFT PINK with lighter variegation.
Paolini Guichardini—Imb., large CHERRY RED flower, tinted INCARNATE.
Paulina—Large double. Rich ALIZARIN CRIMSON, WHITE blotched.
Peony Flora—CRIMSON, large cross petaled flower.
Perfection White—Exquisite, full roseforme. SOLID WHITE.
Perfecto Variegato—Double. WHITE blotched rich PINK on few petals.
Peruchini—DEEP ROSE, peony shaped flower of medium size.
Pictorum Rosea—Imb., large ROSE flower.
Picturata—Peonyform, WHITE background striated with CARMINE.
Pie IX—Imb., PINKISH WHITE.
Pink Anemone—Large, peony type. ROSE PINK mottled WHITE.
Pink Ball—Peonyforme, irregular, blossom almost WHITE.
Pink Kagura—PINK color, loose peony type.
Pink Peony—Large double, WHITE heavily dotted and splotched ROSE.
Pink Perfection—Perfect double, true SHELL PINK, small but beautiful.
Pink Star—Roseforme, semi-regular. Bright ROSE PINK.
Pink Pearl—LIGHT PINK, IVORY WHITE bud in center of bloom.
Pirzio Secondo—Very double, WHITE, some petals broadly lined LIGHT ROSE.
Plena Superba—Large, semi-double RED.
Pope Pius IX—Large, full double. DARK RED.
Port Barre—Color varies from SOLID ROSE PINK to SOLID WHITE.
Préseqaud—Imb., SOFT ROSE.
President Allard—Imb., MOTHER-OF-PEARL WHITE striated RED.
Preston Rose—Large, peony type, LIGHT PINK occasionally blotched WHITE.
Prince de Salerne—Double LIGHT RED, darker in center. Veined DARK RED.
Prince Albert—Open peony type, ROSE PINK flecked and tipped WHITE.
Princesse Bacchinachi—Double RED, some petals splotched WHITE.
Princesse Bacchiochi—Perfect double WHITE ground blotched LIGHT PINK.
Princesse Clotilde—Imb., WHITE, large POPPY-COLORED ribbons.
Principa Dorea—ROSE lined WHITE.
Professor C. S. Sargent—Full double, BRILLIANT CRIMSON, petals irregular.
Professor Giovanni Santarelli—WHITE blotched DARK PINK. Full, double.
Professor Phillippo Parlatore—WHITE, some petals lightly lined PINK. Double.
Prosper Vial—Semi-double WHITE, washed LIGHT PINK and flecked RED.
Punctata Boutourlin—Peonyforme, WHITE striated ROSE.
Punctata Major—Peonyforme, WHITE lined CARMINE, large and beautiful.
Purity—PURE WHITE, perfectly symmetrical in shape. Large and beautiful.
Purple Dawn—Perfect double, well built. Large, DEEP RED, PURPLE cast.
Prymee—Imb., CHERRY, FLESH-COLORED center.

Quartette—Semi-double, large RED, WHITE, PINK, variegated on same bush.
Queen of Hearts—Semi-double WHITE striated soft ROSE PINK.

Rainy Sun—Large, loose petaled semi-double. DEEP ROSE RED.
Rasen-zome—Double, FLAME RED variegated with WHITE.
Red-Ball—Very large, full peony type. DEEP RED. One of the finest.
Red Darby—Semi-double ROSE RED. A form of Tricolor.
Red Peony—Double peony type. Very DARK RED.
Reine des Fleurs—Small, very double. DEEP ROSE blotched WHITE and PINK.
Reine Marie Henriette—Imb., ROSE often dotted PURE WHITE.
Renjo-no-tama—SNOW WHITE, double, large.
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Reverend John Bennett—Large, single. ROSE MADDER rarely streaked WHITE.
Reverie des Fleurs—Full double, PINK and WHITE, large splotches.
Rogeria—WHITE, round petaled, single, large.
Roi Leopold—Imb., ROSE.
Romany—Resembles Pink Perfection in form and size. Color—ROSE RED.
Rose Emry—Full, double type. Medium size, LIGHT RED.
Rosita—Full double, medium size. ROSE PINK faintly blotched WHITE.
Rosemary—Large, perfect double. DEEP ROSE.
Rose Pink—Semi-double, medium size. LIGHT ROSE veined WHITE.
Rose Queen—Blooms early. BRIGHT RED.
Rouge—Large, SILVER-ROSE petals inside, CHERRY RED outside.
Rubens—Imb., DEEP ROSE with large PURE WHITE streaks.
Rubescens Major—Imb., beautiful CARMINE ROSE.
Rubra Virginalis—Large, peony type. Semi-double BRIGHT PINK.

Sacco Nova—Medium double. FLESH PINK flecked DARKER PINK and WHITE.
Saifu—WHITE spotted CRIMSON, double.
Sakuraba-genjii—PINK with WHITE margin, large blossom.
Sangdon—Semi-double, SHELL PINK.
Sanko-nishiki—CRIMSON variegation on WHITE, double.
Sarah C. Hastie—Delicate shade of ROSE MADDER PINK, double, early bloomer.
Sarah Frost—CRIMSON heavily veined PURPLE. Small double.
Seiganji—WHITE round petaled single flower.
Semi-double Blush—Color same as Lady Hume's Blush. Light semi-double.
Semi-double White—Blossom medium, three rows of petals PURE WHITE.
Shell Pink—Double, peony type. Very rich SHELL PINK.
Shibori-no-rogetsu—Round petaled, single. Few CRIMSON lines on SNOW WHITE.
Shibori-wabisuke—Small, single. REDDISH PINK with WHITE variegation.
Shikai-nami—CRIMSON vertical variegation on WHITE.
Shio·ginu—Medium sized, ROSE PINK center edged ROSE RED.
Shiranuhi—Very large, single. DEEP SALMON RED.
Shiro-bokuhansu—WHITE, full double.
Shiragiku—WHITE, roseforme regular to ranunculiform.
Shiro-kagura—Medium sized, loose peony type. WHITE.
Shiro-karako—Large, semi-double. WHITE, PINK tipped, GOLD tinged at base.
Shokko—DEEP CRIMSON with WHITE spots, single.
Shokko-nishiki—DEEP CRIMSON variegation on WHITE, large single.
Shungyo-ko—Semi-double. ROSE PINK lined CARMINE, WHITE tipped.
Shuzan—WHITE, with SCARLET variegation. Large flower.
Single Red—Large size, single RED. Very large foliage.
Snowball—Full peonyforme. PURE WHITE.
Snowdrift—Roseforme regular, single, PURE WHITE.
Snow Maiden—Small, PURE WHITE, semi-double.
Snow White—Fully imb., medium sized. PURE WHITE.
Sode-gakushi—Very large, double. SNOW WHITE.
Solaris—DARK RED, late double.
Somegawa Variegata—Ranunculiform double. PINK ground striped ROSE.
Somnambula—Imb., SOFT ROSE striped WHITE.
Sophia—DEEP ROSE PINK blotched WHITE. Cup shaped type.
Sophia Chiarugi—Imb., SOFT ROSE.
Souvenir de Bahaud Litou—Imb., SOFT ROSE.
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Souvenir de Gaston Allery—Large, semi-double. SALMON ROSE lined WHITE.
Souvenir d'Henri Guichard—Semi-double, VIVID CARMINE and ROSE streaked WHITE.
Souvenir de Mme. Colette Van Wassenhove—Large flower. CREAMY WHITE.
Sovereign—Imb., WHITE streaked CARMINE.
Spectabilis—Large, double, BRIGHT RED.
Standard Double Pink and White—DEEP ROSE mottled WHITE. Imb., full double.
St. Andre—Large, peony forme. BLOOD RED.
Striata—DEEP ROSE PINK shading to CRIMSON at tips. Single.
Storyi—Imb., VIVID ROSE.
Sui-bijin—PINK, large flower, single round petaled.
Sunrise—Late double. CLEAR ROSE PINK.
Superbissima—Fine semi-double. DEEP CRIMSON. Large and heavy.
Sylvia—RED, very large, semi-double.

Targioni—Imb., WHITE lined with CARMINE.
Taro-an—SOFT PINK, round petaled single.
Tennin-kwan—WHITE splashes on CRIMSON. Very large.
Teutonia—Imb., WHITE lined with ROSE. Large.
T. K. Variegated—Semi-double LIGHT PINK, edged DARKER PINK.
Tokayama—Double type, CRIMSON RED.
Tornielli—Imb., CARMINE spotted with WHITE.
Toyo-nishiki—WHITE with CRIMSON variegation, single.
Traversi Plenissima—Imb. RED.
Tricolor—Semi-double, large WHITE striped and flecked PINK and LIGHT RED.
Tricolor California—WHITE dashed ROSE RED and PINK. Peony type, heavy.
Tricolor de Siebold—Single type. WHITE, mottled and flecked RED and PINK.
Tricolor Nova—Imb., WHITE tinted SOFT ROSE, streaked CRIMSON.
Tricolor Red—Semi-double LIGHT RED. A sport of Tricolor.
Tricolor White—Semi-double PURE WHITE. A sport of Tricolor.
Tricolor Pink—Semi-double FLESH PINK. A sport of Tricolor.
Triomphant—Peony forme, ROSE. Extra large. A sport of Tricolor.
Trois Marie—PURE WHITE to FLESH PINK. Medium size, full double.
Trotter—Very double, BLUSH PINK dotted and streaked LIGHT RED.
Tsuki-no-miyako—Large, single. Attractive WHITE.

Ume-gaki—RED, single, round petaled flower.
Unica—Imb., PURE WHITE.
Unifa del Tebro—Imb., VIVID CHERRY, large WHITE stripes.
Usu-otome—CHERRY, full double, round and curved petals.

Valtevaredo—Full double. Rich PINK, darker at tips.
Valtevaredo Variegated—Irregularly imb., ROSE RED mottled WHITE.
Variabilis—ALIZARIN CRIMSON, single, late flowers semi-double.
Variegata—DEEP ROSE flower, streaked WHITE.
Vedrine—Very large peony type. DARK RED.
Victor Emmanuel—Imb., DEEP RED, large blossom with overlapping petals.
Victor Emmanuel II.—Fully imb., large, FLESH color dashed ROSE RED.
Ville de Nantes—ROSE RED to POMEGRANITE PURPLE splotched WHITE. Semi-double.
Virginia Franco—Imb., ROSE-WHITE background, streaked DEEP ROSE.
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Wakenoura Red—Single RED and WHITE on same bush. Medium size.
Wakenoura Variegata—WHITE to LIGHT PINK ground blotched DEEP RED. Rose-
forme.
Warratah—Semi-double, large, MEDIUM RED.
Washington—Imb., ROSE.
White Kagura—PURE WHITE, double.
William S. Hastie—Large, Imb., BRILLIANT CRIMSON.

Yae-gasumi—FLESH colored, double, large flower.
Yezo-nishiki—Large, double. WHITE with DEEP CRIMSON vertical variegations.
Yobiko-dori—SNOW WHITE, Lotus shaped. Very large.
Yohei-haku—PURE WHITE, full double, very large.
Yuki-botan—SNOW WHITE, large, peony flowering.

Zoraide Wanzi—Imb., WHITE striated with RED.
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Apple Blossom—Single, PINK and WHITE.
Asahi-gai—Medium size, single, LIGHT ROSE RED splashed WHITE.
Aki-geshiki—Single, ROSE RED tipped shading to WHITE at center.
Cleopatra—Star-shaped blossom. LIGHT ROSE RED washed WHITE.
Chiri-tsubaki—Small, semi-double. DAPHNE PINK.
Chiyodzuru—WHITE, large flower.
Chuya-shibori—ROSOLOANE PINK lightly washed PALE ROSE PURPLE. Double.
Dawn—Ragged semi-double. WHITE tinged ROSE PINK.
Double White—PURE WHITE, small petals deeply frilled and frayed.
Fuji-no-mine—Imb., PURE WHITE, loose double.
Genji-guruma—ROSE PINK mottled WHITE, tipped ROSE RED. Medium size.
Gin-no-sai—WHITE, medium sized.
Gin-ryo—Single, cup-shaped. WHITE tipped TYRIAN PINK, splotched WHITE.
Gosho-nishiki—PINK with WHITE variegation.
Gosho-zakura—Small, five frilled and cupped petals delicately tinged ROSE.
Hana-daijin—Five petals. WHITE tinged ROSE along edges and tips.
Hatsu-yuki—Small, single. WHITE, tipped DEEP ROSE PINK.
Hinode-gumo—ROSE, shaded DEEP SCARLET. Single, large.
Hi-no-hakama—DEEP CRIMSON, large flower.
Hiodoshi—ROSOLOANE PURPLE splashed and mottled WHITE. Large, attractive.
Hiroyo—DEEP CRIMSON, double. Medium sized.
Hiroyo-nishiki—Loose peony type. Small, ROSE PINK, irregular petals.
Hito-marou—Large, single. WHITE tinted along edges AMARANTH PINK.
Homare-no-nishiki—Large, PALE RED shading LIGHT RED at center and base.
Hoshi-hiroyo—CRIMSON with WHITE spots. Double, medium size.
Howmei—Medium sized, single. LIGHT ROSE RED, edged PURPLE. LIGHT
PINK center.
Judith—CLEAR PINK, trumpet-shaped.
Kaido-maru—CRIMSON variegated, double, very large.
Kamakura—RED with WHITE splashy variegation.
Kin-no-sai—Base and center LIGHT ROSE RED, edged ROSE RED. Crinkled petals.
Kokinran—Large, single. IVORY WHITE base dashed and flecked TYRIAN PINK.
Kow-gyoku—PINK, full double, large flower.
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Kyo-nishiki—Medium size, single. ROSE RED to WHITE at base.
Kureha—Medium sized, PALE AMARANTH PINK to WHITE at center.
Meigetsu—Small, single WHITE.
Mine-no-yuki—Single, WHITE washed PALE AMARANTH PINK.
Miodoroki—Large, single. ROSE RED center and base. SPINEL RED tips.
Miyuki-nishki—Cup-shaped, small. ROSE RED with PURPLE cast, blotched WHITE.
Negishi-ko—Semi-cup-shaped, irregular. ROSE PINK edged LIGHT PURPLE.
Oleifera—Large blossom, crepe-like, WHITE faintly washed ROSE.
Omi-goromo—Medium sized, cup-shaped. WHITE on top, ROSE underneath.
Osaka-dzuki—Medium size, single, WHITE, tipped ROSE RED.
Rosea—DEEP ROSE MADDER with PURPLE LAKE cast. Single type.
Sarasa-shibori—Small, single. WHITE tipped LIGHT ROSE.
Semi-double. White—Medium size, crinkled petals, semi-double PURE WHITE.
Setsuzan—Large, double WHITE, imb.
Shell Pink—Medium size, single. FLESH PINK center and base, PALE PINK edges.
Shichifukujin—ROSE PINK edged MALLOW PINK. Petals crinkled, very large.
Shikishima—Single, WHITE, ROSE RED tipped, mottled WHITE.
Shinonome—Small, cup-shaped, semi-double ROSE PINK.
Showa-no-sakae—New, double WHITE.
Shishigashira—Medium sized, BRIGHT ROSE RED. Best of Rose-Colored Sasanquas.
Shuchuka—CRIMSON with WHITE blotches. Medium.
Single Blush Pink—A single, MEDIUM PINK. Five petals.
Single Flesh Pink—Five petals, single. FLESH PINK.
Single Pink and White—Five Petal variety. ROSE PINK tipped WHITE.
Single Red—Five Petals, ROSE RED.
Single Rose Pink—ROSE PINK, five petals.
Single White—Abundant WHITE flowers, edges of petals tinted PINK.
Snow—Large, full-double, peonyforme, PURE WHITE.
Tanya—DEEP ROSE, foliage dark and glossy.
Taimei-nishiki—ROSE RED streaked deeper ROSE. Small, single.
Taisho-nishiki—DEEP CRIMSON with WHITE variegation.
Takara-awase—CRIMSON variegation. Large flower, single.
Totenko—Large, single. ROSE PINK.
Tsumaori-gasa—Brilliant LIGHT RED, broad petals, medium sized and crinkled.
Tsuzura-nishiki—Medium sized, WHITE base, edged ROSE. Underside MALLOW PINK.
Wago-jin—Two rows of irregular petals. WHITE tipped AMARANTH PINK.
White Doves—Numerous feathery double SNOWY WHITE flowers.
Yamato-nishiki—Large, single. WHITE variegated BLUSH striped RED.
Yamato-kagami—CRIMSON variegation on WHITE, medium.